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Totalitarian Farmville Town Government
Threatens To Jail And Fine Drunk Students
By GEORGE LANUM and
MELANIE BARKER
Section Editors
As Longwood continues to
restrict alcohol consumption
on campus and news of the
college's expected growth
makes its rounds, the town of
Farmville has become more
concerned with the increase of
off-campus parties, intending
to crack down on these 200 to
300 person parties. With representatives in the newly
formed task force, both school
and town officials intend to
devise a solution to solve this
problem.
Gerald Spates, Town
Manager of Farmville, remarked, "The problem we are
faced with now is that we are
getting complaints from residents about the parties. It's

been building up with more
students moving off campus
and more houses becoming
available for rent in what are
primarily residential neighborhoods. It's not an every night
or an every weekend thing, but
it's an occasion. We have several places in town that have
been problems for some time.
We are taking the position that
we are going to address those
problem areas."
The first step in combating the problem is to begin
strict enforcement of the nuisance sections of the Virginia
State Code, a solution that is
concerning many students.
The ordinance specifies a certain decibel level by a certain
number of feet from the house.
Violation of this ordinance carries a fine up to $2500 and up

to 12 months in jail.
Many students feel that
this policy is unfair. Current
senior E.G. Staton said that he
felt parties were much smaller
and tamer compared to visi
in 1992 prior to his ei
in 1997.
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Longwood Students
Back The Night At Ral
By MELISSA GOSS
Staff Writer

The "Take Back the
Night" rally was held October
28th in Lankford Student
Union. Many Longwood students showed up to what
turned out to be a very powerful rally. No one in the audience uttered a word as true sto-

ries, facts, and poems were presented at the podium. Candlelight glimmered at the front,
getting stronger every few
minutes as another candle was
lit, signifying that another person was raped somewhere.
The rally started off with
statistics about rape, stating
facts such as that most rapes
are not reported, that drinking
can be a prominate factor, and

that the
creasing.
What
dience were the true st
told by the victims themscl
One person told of how
was almost rs>f»d, but
roommate came back just
her assailant was pinning her
SEE NIGHT, PAGE 5
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EDITORIAL
Recent Stories Spark Debate Over On-Campus Alcohol
Many students have
been upset over a recent story published
in the Farmville Herald about
off-campus parties. The story
stated that the town was disturbed by the large number of
students participating in these
parties and the "bad behavior"
of the students who were drinking.
There are many reasons
why students go off-campus to
drink. Over the past year, the
college has done away with a

number of on-campus functions that allowed the use of
alcohol including beer
nights in Lancer Cafe,
Oktoberfest's Biergarten,
and Senior Night These
activities occured oncampus for students who
were 21 years or older.
They were safe ways for
students to get together
and have fun on-campus.
Lancer Cafe checked IDs
and also made sure that students were drinking responsi-

bly. These events eliminated
drinking and driving and cut

jthe past year, the collage has done away
a number of on-campus functions that
wed the use of alcohol Including beer nig.
Lancer Cafe, Qktoberfeoi's Biergarten ant*
enior Night These activities occured on camfor student's who H .. *}i MM/I s^ir4fidown on the number of drunkin-public incidents.
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hol-free functions, students
who want to drink have to go
off-campus in order to do so.
This has increased the number
of students who drink and drive

because now students have to
drive to one of Farmville's
many bars (note the sarcasm)
or go to off-campus parties if
they want to have a beer.
I'm sorry to break the
news to some people, but college students do drink. I'm not
saying we are a campus full of
drunks, but limiting the ways
to get alcohol on-campus does
not limit the number of students who will still drink. The
precautions that are being
made on-campus now are causing more problems than
progress,

ftidiol ^jgaDo, /\§sistaDt
Disclaimer The opinions expressed in this colomn are not necessarily the beliefs of The Rotunda, the column writer, or the advisor.
The comments are a compilation of students' "rage and praise" and
should not always be taken seriously.
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1. To the Women's Soccer Team who are ranked nationally for the
first time ever - 23th in the NCAA Division II Women's Soccer
ranking.
2. To Bill Fiege and the Forensics team for their recent fourth
place overall ranking against schools such as William A Mary,
Georgetown, and Penn State. This year, the team has also placed
second at Shepherd, West Virginia, and sixth at Bloomsburg, Pennsylvania, where they battled it out against schools such as Cornell
and University of Pennsylvania. Way to go, Forensics!
3. To BS9 for funking up the campus with their recent musical performances.
4. To Pi Kappa Phi Fraternity for providing the FAB on Halloween
so students could have a safe alternative to drinking and driving.
5. To the Drama Department for bringing Broadway to Farmville in
the excellent production of Big River.

sm ^
1. To Phyllis Mable for embarrassing a student by throwing her out
of a faculty/student parking forum She had every right to be there.
2. To The Rotunda, as stated by Ed Bell in the Housing Department for not "researching" student comments and opinions.
3. To the administration for cutting the award-winning Forensics
team.
4. To Raymond Cormier for «l»mming journalists and the profession of journalism, a comment The Rotunda sees as poor opinion.
5. To any student who does not attend President Cormier's open
forum. Take Longwood's future seriously

Will New Exam Schedule Affect
Performances on Finals???
By JAY ME WILLIAMS
StaffWnter
If you haven't checked
your exam schedule for this semester, you might want to give
it a look. Without any formal
announcement or consultation
with any representative of the
student body or Student Body
Government, the academic affairs council has decided to
eliminate students' reading day
for exam preparation, push the
schedule up a day, and schedule the last final exam of the
semester at 8:00 am on Monday morning, December 11th.
Students aware of the
change are not happy.
"It just doesn't make sense
to cut preparation time for
something as important as final exams," said Stacey
Moutsatsos, a senior sociology
major. "Reducing preparation
time for exams is not a good
characteristic of a sound academic institution.''
The administration, how-

ever, justifies its decision as a
matter of practicality, not academic philosophy.
"The problem was if we
followed the traditional exam
schedule, we were not going to
get grades out before the holidays," said Dr. Norman
Bregman, Vice President of
Academic Affairs.
Furthermore, Bregman avidly denies that the decision
had anything to do with the fact
that some students may not
take advantage of reading day.
"That [the decision] has
nothing to do with any partying in any way, shape, or
form," stated Bregman
But still the question remains as to why the students
were not consulted in the decision, especially those elected to
represent the student body in
such matters.
"It happened late in the
year or else I probably would
have done some consulting
with students," said

Bregman."I mean, nobody
made a big deal of this." However, the lack of large scale
complaining could be the
direct result of the fact that no
formal announcement to students has been made. Bregman
said that he was not aware of
any plan to announce the
change.
"I mean, we mailed this
schedule out to all the professor so all their syllabi should
reflect it," stated Bregman
The change is not a long
term move, Bregman stresses,
and reading day will be re-installed next semester. Still,
many students are not even
aware of the change, and those
that are, fear the consequences
of lost study time on their final exam performance.
When asked about the lack
of study time and reading day.
Erica Hendrick said, "I think
that everyone will have to
study harder how with less
preparation time.''
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Our Two Resident ''Experts" Tackle
The Question Of Gender Equality
In Today's Sporting World
By MICHAEL PH. YOUNG and REBECCA TAYLOR
Sports and Advertising Editors
Mike: I feel that males and females should be able to play
whatever sport they want.
Becky: But some sports are
just female sports and others
are just male sports. Like football for instance. A girl would
be killed if she played that.
Mike: You see, it is people like
you that make equal rights look
hypocritical. I know of many
females who have played on
their high school football
teams. Most of the females that
I know of usually end up trying out for the place-kicker
position. I think that they do
this for a simple reason, they
know that they could get seriously injured if they tried out
for another position, but they
still would like to be a part of
the team. I don't think you are

Dew' Time at Longwood: The Newspaper of the Underground
Disclaimer: This section is purely satirical to accommodate
those cynical Longwood students or people with a sense of humor. While the "facts" of the stories are not literal, they may
reveal a greater "truth." Get it? Got it? Good —The Warden

Monkeys Always Look—Apes Always
Tell Them To, Recent Survey Says
By SUPER-JOHNNY
Staff Gimp
According to a recent survey conducted among inebriated
Longwood College students, 100% of everyone alive believe in
the timeless children's taunt that, "monkeys always look—and
apes always tell them to."
Despite the fact that this statement ends in a preposition,
therefore making it grammatically unsound, people world-wide
continue to live by these words.
"In my opinion," said Oscar Oscar, some guy I found on the
street who bums the paper bags which he uses to carry his whiskey in order to keep warm, "the 'Monkey-Ape Rule,' as I've
come to call it, is second in legend only to cracks in the sidewalk breaking your mother's back. Or giving her knee fungus."
What might the implications of the superstition signify?
"I think it's just an old wives tale," said Oscar. "If you
believe in it, you're a 6
n idiot"
Further inquiries were interrupted when Dr. Oscar removed
an imaginary berreta from bis coat pocket and proceeded to
threaten random passersby with it unless they agreed to give
him their spare change.

9

giving females credit for their
common sense. Take for instance, Katie Hnida from Colorado. She is 23 for 23 on extra-points this year and has hit
a 37-yard field goal. Not only
that, but she was voted homecoming queen at her school.
From what I understand, she is
being courted by Rick
Neuheisel of the University of
Colorado to be the place-kicker
for their team. Could you
imagine a Division-I football
team with a female placekicker? How cool would that
be?
Becky: Yeah for her! I mean
that's great and all. But how
often do you actually hear
about that happening? There
was a girl on a neighboring
high school football team back
home and she broke her back
after one game of football.
No.no! It was her fault for even
atttempting a "guy's sport".
There are some things in this
world that just belong to males
(football), and some that just
belong to females (field
hockey). People just need to
learn to deal with it. The best
of luck to that girl, but I hope
it doesn't become another famous football injury! As for
field hockey, guys just aren't
flexible enough to play the
sport. It's just a fact!
Mike: I hope you are joking...
I think if a girl wants to play
football, then she should play.
She knows the risks associated
with the sport. Let her play! If
a guy wants to play field
hockey, again, let him play.
Look at the last Olympic
games. The United States
men's field hockey squad lost
EVERY SINGLE match... I
don't think that they have won
a game in something like 10
years. Can you say: Men's College Field Hockey? Another
point... WBNA, why not
SEE HE SAID, PAGE 12
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NEWS
G.I.V.E. Office Sponsoring
Operation Turkey'
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By MONIQUE MINNIX
Staff Writer
Again this November, the
G.I.V.E Office is sponsoring
Operation Turkey, a project
that supplies less fortunate
families with a Thanksgiving
dinner.
The G.I.V.E Office is asking Longwood students to
come together and collect dinner baskets. Operation Turkey
is a simple process. Call the
G.I.V.E Office to register and
bring donated items by the office by no later than 5 p.m.,
Friday, November 20th.

The average student can
help by asking their RA or Hall
Council Representative to take
up a financial collection or
food contribution. The following items are suggested (but
not limited to): canned vegetables, combread mix, a loaf
of bread, mashed potato mix,
stuffing mix, cranberry sauce,
pumpkin pie mix, and turkey
coupons (rather than frozen
turkeys).
Ellen Masters said, "Last
year over thirteen groups from
Longwood collected cans and
non-perishables. That is thirteen families that would not

have had a Thanksgiving dinner otherwise."
She added that a family that
was helped by Operation Turkey sent in a letter: "Dear
Longwood Students, I enjoyed
Thanksgiving dinner. The
stuffing was good. My children liked the mashed potatoes. Thank you for the chips,
cookies, and string beans.
Thank you for such a gift."
The G.I.V.E Office needs
as many volunteers as it can
get, so please give a helping
hand and contribute to Operation Turkey.

S-LATE Gives Future Teachers
Practical Experience In Their Field
By ALLYSON BLAKE
News Editor

S-LATE, which began in
1993 by Dr. Jim Cope, member and current President of
VATE (Virginia Association
of Teachers of English), is a
professional organization for
future teachers. It stands for
Students of Longwood Asso-

ciation of Teachers of English.
"I started S-LATE so that
Longwood students could get
involved with their professional organization before
they actually joined the
teaching profession. Also,
students who get involved
with professional organizations generally remain active
members when they become
teachers," Dr. Cope said.
The S-LATE organization

has done many things in the
past year, as well as this semester. Last fall, the officers
attended the statewide VATE
conference, where they met
other teachers and learned
about new and better teaching methods. However, the
highlight of the VATE conference for them was meeting
and befriending Chris
SEE S-LATE, PAGE 5
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Farmville Architecture
Book Now Available
An illustrated booklet centennial Exhibit held at the
documenting the architecture of Longwood Center for the Visual
Farmville has been published by Arts this past summer.
the Longwood Center for the ViThe booklet covers 200
sualArts. The cost of each book- years of architecture and is a
let is $5.95 plus tax. Farmville great reference to the history of
Architecture: An Illustrated Farmville. Each illustration has
Tour Through 200 Years was a brief description about the arcreated by Longwood College chitectural elements of the buildart students Kelly Booth, Brandy ing. Farmville Architecture: An
Davis, Amy Embrey, Amy Illustrated Tour Through 200
Hamilton, Hope Harding, David Years is available for purchase
Lewis, Andrea Mink, Pat Shaw, in the following locations:
and Jeremy Tassone under die Rolleighdon Books, 306-B Main
direction of Professor John S. J. Street; Cheese A Company, 214
Burke. Mary Pre vo provided ar- North Main Street; Barnes &
chitectural notes for each build- Noble, Longwood College; and
ing and Richard McClintock is the Longwood Center for the Viresponsible for the design of the sual Arts, 129 North Main Street
booklet The publication repro- For further information, please
duced the architectural drawings call the Longwood Center for the
in the History of Farmville Bi- Visual Arts at 395-2206.
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Farmville Town Government Seeks To Crack Down On Off-Campus Bashes
continued from page 1
plaints in areas that we've
never bad complaints before,"
commented Spates.
Sydnor C. Newman,
Mayor of Farmville, appointed
Spates and Town Council
members, William Wall and
Otto Overton to the special task
force to represent the town.
Representatives from the college include James Huskey,
Chief of College Police and
Susan Monahan, Director of
Commuter Student Affairs.
One of the primary functions
of the task force is to combine
the rules of the state of Virginia
and Town of Farmville and the
expectations of Longwood
College into something that is
enforceable.
One of the biggest questions facing the college," remarked Rick Hurley, Vice
President of Administration
and Finance,"is the extent to
which the college can extend
its arm off-campus."
Currently administration
intends to stand by the "Scope
of Authority" policy in the
handbook which states.

'Criminal activity by a student,
whether it takes place on or off
campus may be causes for disciplinary action if such activity impedes or affects the learning climate or normal operation of the College. This principle also applies to other
forms of off-campus conduct
or behavior—especially in areas contiguous to the College—that would have an adverse effect on the institution
of its educational effort."
Tim Pierson, Dean of Students, along with other administrators, believes that off-campus students should be treated
like Farmville residents, unless
these off-campus parties affect
the learning environment.
Pierson cited as an example the
incident that took place at Long
Shotz last spring where a fight
at the bar carried over on to
campus.
Patricia Cormier, President
of the college, also feels that
students should be treated as
town residents first, unless
their behavior affects the college environment.

S-LATE Gives Future English
Teachers Hands-On Experience
continued from page 4
Crutcher, a young adult novelist who wrote Slaying Fat
for Sara Burns and Running
Loose. He later spoke at the
S-LATE conference that was
held here at Longwood in the
spring. According to President Heather Swan, having
Chris Crutcher come speak at
the conference was probably
one of S-LATE's biggest accomplishments.
"It's not every day you
meet someone famous and
get to talk with them," Swan
said.
They have also done
some community projects as
well. They refurbished the
Buckingham School Butterfly Bus by painting it, and this
semester they plan on tutoring in the nearby elementary
schools.
This October they attended the statewide VATE
conference and were in
charge of the "Hospitality

Suite," a place for teachers
and others to come rest and
get a snack and drink.
Their goals for the future
are to prepare people for student teaching, bring in first
year teachers to share their
experiences, and set up a resource file which will be
available for students to go
into to get interesting teacher
resources.
The officers this year are
President-Heather Swan,
Vice President-Denitra Rose,
Treasurer-Kelly Tucker, Secretary-Deitra Nance, Historian-Linda Eanes, Secondary
member at large-Julie Brown,
and Elementary member at
large-Sarah Jewell.
The S-LATE conference
for the spring will be held at
Longwood on April 10th.
The keynote speaker will be
Maureen Barbieri who will
perform poetry in a program
entitled "Poetry Alive."

"Students should be treated
like you would treat any other
citizen in this community,"
said Cormier.
Although administration
feels that off-campus students
should be handled by the town,
they are expected to comply
with regulations created by the
college for off-campus dwellers. These regulations include

no loud music, no shouting or
abusive language, and compliance with Virginia's alcoholic
beverage laws. When problems involving these expectations arise, the college reserves
the right to revoke off-campus
privileges.
For the most part. Spates
believes that off-campus students are responsible when it

comes to off-campus social
life.
It's not all college students,
because we have college students that Ire good neighbors.
We consider ourselves lucky
that college students, as a
whole, are very well behaved
and the majority of them don't
cause any problems," commented Spates.

Longwood Students Take Back The Night
continued from page 1
down. In this case, the female
pressed charges and went
through a lengthy court battle.
In the end she won, and her
assailant spent tiine in jail and
will be on probation. Even a
male's story was told. One
does not bear much about a
man being raped, but it does
happen. One man told how he
was raped by his baby-sitter.
Tori Amos's song Me and
a Gun, performed by Cali
Adams filled the room as
well. The lyrics of the song
penetrated the silence. One
could tell that the message
was hitting home in the minds
of those who were present
Even more powerful stories were told from the lips of
those who had experienced it
A professor from Longwood
shared her horrifying experience at a university before
there were any laws about
rape. She shared the lack of

sympathy she received after
• The subject of rape was
she was brutally attacked.
changed by a story of marital
The most dominating violence. The story of a
presence was Rolland Hayes woman who was murdered
from the Lynchburg Crisis by her husband provided a
Center. He presented an exten- different twist to the rally.
sive talk about all aspects of The daughter-in-law of the
sexual assault One of his pow- victim told the story. The
erful quotes was "Do we have woman had wanted a divorce
the right, or do we have the and ended up losing her life.
might?" He was referring to Her husband shot her and
the men or women who choose turned the gun on himself.
to force themselves upon an"All she wanted was a diother person.
vorce," stated the daughterMyths were declared un- in-law, Betty Brunett, as she
true. The way one dresses does told the story.
not give the right for a man to
The points of the rally
rape a woman. Rape does not echoed loud and clear to the
only happen to women. Rape those who attended. Rape is
is not just rough sex.
real, and it happens to anyRape is a horrendous act body regardless of gender.
that leaves emotional scars and One needs to be informed of
sometimes physical scars. By the statistics and be aware of
no means is rape a pleasant the situation he or she is in
experience to the victim. The before it is much too late. If
terrible event is burned into the it does happen, remember, it
mind of the victim.
is not your fault

Is life weighing
you down?

DEPRESSION SCREENING DAY

10:00-2:00
Tuesday, nov. 10
Blackwell Dining Hall
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Longwood Student Teachers
Battling Against Nature in
Honduras
continued from front page
children they work wjth, were.
Many are without food, water,
and even shelter.
As of right now King, Bass,
and Kunclrs are giving out the
food and the water that is available. Longwood is trying to
get them out of Honduras because of the bad conditions.
The college is also taking up
money for those families that
have lost everything. The
money will be distributed to

families at each of the schools;
it will be used for necessities.
If you are interested in donating money, please contact Dr.
Stephen Keith in the student
teaching office, Hull Building.
For students who are planning
to teach, there are practicums
available in the U.S., Honduras, England, and Ireland. This
may help future teachers to
expand their horizons.

SURVIVORS Of HURRJCWE MITCH: These Longwood students tre
student teaching m less than desirable conditions in Honduras. They have
had to endure hurricanes, famine and other natural disasters.

Colors of the
Clothesline
By MELISSA GOSS
Stiff Writer
The National Clothesline
Project made a stop at Longwood October 21, a week before the 'Take Back the Night"
vigil.
The purpose of this project
was to bear witness to victims
as well as survivors of sexual
violence and sexual abuse.
The project was a tribute to
show the extent of violence and
provide a visual display similar to those projects such as the
AIDS quilt and the Vietnam
Wall.
The Clothesline project
provided an opportunity to
help with the healing process

associated with sexual violence; not only for survivors,
but those who have lost a loved
one from sexual violence. The
Longwood Clothesline was
open to all survivors of sexual
abuse, both male and female.
The shirts in the clothesline were color coded to depict
what kind of violence was experienced. White was for those
women and men who died
from violence committed
against them by their partners;
yellow or beige was for those
who had been bartered or assaulted; red, pink, or orange
was for people who had been
SEE CLOTHESLINE,
PAGE 7

"NEWS
fcormier Gives Open Forum
for Faculty and Staff
fly GEORGE C. LANUM, III
Features Editor
President Cormier gave a
brum for faculty and staff on
rhursday October 22nd during
vhich she addressed several
ssues, ranging from a comprelensive public relation plan to
he predicted growth of the
allege.
The forum began with
questions of Longwood's use
of adjuncts verses full time facilty. Cormier was quick to respond that adjuncts make up
>nly 15-20% of the total facilty, which is relatively low
when compared to other instiutions,
The prevailing topic of dis:ussion was a new all-encom>assing public relations plan,
-ormier argued that Longrood is practually invisible.
When something does come
>ut, the colors and symbols are
mt always the same. Begin-

ning immediately Longwood
will have a new look. The colors are going to be standardized. The blue will be classic
navy, while the white will appear as the same shade. The
standard seal will also be used
on everything. The goal of this
standardization is to hopefully
give Longwood a more unified
appearance.
Cormier went on to say that
she wants to raise this institution "to notch it up. We are
losing the slightly higher quality student" to schools like
James Madison and the University of Virginia.
"The number one reason
people choose a college,"
Cormier said, "is on academic
reputation. We need to work
harder to keep the higher quality student. This is a process
that will take a lot of work and
sometime to complete.''
Another topic dealt with
international experience. In-

ternational experience is necessary to be relative in today's
world.
"Not tZ of that (international experience) can be done
through reading and discussing-some of it has to be done
by experiencing," remarked
Cormier.
Another issue that was
raised was the impression that
alcohol was being pushed offcampus. Cormier stated that
she was not attempting to make
Longwood a dry campus, but
what was happening was a systematic attempt to prevent
binge drinking and underage
consumption of alcohol.
President Cormier remarked briefly on the recent
problems with off-campus parties. Inappropriate behavior
does not have anything to do
with growth. She said that the
college was working with the
town of FarmviUe to deal with
the problem.

Students Attend 14th Annual
Virginia Beach Leadership
Conference
BySTARSTOLTE
Staff Writer
On Friday, November 6th
over SO students left Longwood College on their way to
the Virginia Beach Leadership
Conference to learn more
about the art of leadership. The
workshop technically began
after dinner on Friday night,
with a lecture from Dr. James
Jordan. He spoke about the
Native American culture and
what we as a nation can learn
from the lives of the Native
Americans. He told the group
of students and staff of the four
qualities of leadership that the
Native Americans believed in.
These qualities were: having
an emotional attachment to
your home, possessing an
openness and uniqueness in
life, harmony within yourself

and with those around you, and
the knowledge that everyone
has a communal responsibility
to each other.
After Dr. Jordan's speech,
the conference members met in
their assigned groups where
they were faced with an ethical dilemma, which they had
to present the next day. Each
group met for approximately
45 minutes, discussing their
dilemma, how to solve it, and
how to present it Dilemmas
ranged from copying rented
videos to recruiting new members. Each group presented
their dilemma and solution in
a brief slot on either Saturday
night or Sunday morning. The
skits ranged from talk shows,
to devil vs. angel conscience
situations, and trials of the
Honor Board.
Once the groups were
through with their meetings,

they were free for the night,
until 8:00 a.m. on Saturday
morning, when each conference member met for breakfast
and a lecture from the keynote
speaker, Patty Holmes.
Holmes spoke to the conference attendees about living
with their own values and positive thinking. She told personal stories about friends and
how their personalities affected
her moods and her leadership
reasoning. With catchy sayings such as, "If I were any better, you would have to tax me
as an amusement park", she intrigued and inspired many of
the people in the audience.
Lancer Productions representative Kelly Humphries
stated that, "I was really inspired by Patty Holmes' speech
on leadership. She was so
SEE LEADERSHIP,
TAGE7

Serve To Serve:

Focus on Alpha Phi Omega News Previews
By MEGAN BLACK
Staff Writer
What do service, brotherhood and women have in common? The answer may not be
as apparent as it may seem.
Alpha Phi Omega, a co-educational brotherhood makes service it* first priority on
Lcngwood's campus. The fraternity is a group of students
who have come together with
a common aim, to serve. Despite the numerous service
projects preformed in our community, Alpha Phi Omega, or
"APO," as it is often called,
does not receive the recognition it deserves, and may be
one of Longwood's best kept
secrets.
To join the fraternity, a
prospective member must attend Rush functions similar to
other Greek organizations on
campus. Bids are awarded, and
a pledge period follows. It is
not unusual for initiated sorority and Fraternity members
who wish to increase their
community service involve-

ment to join.
APO differs from other
Greek organizations in the fact
that it was organized with the
sole intention of providing service to others.
According to brother Elizabeth Williams, what this group
has in common is that "we all
want to help, and that's what
matters. From that grew genuine friendship?. We all have in
common more than any of us
imagined when we joined."
For her, the desire to make
a difference was given an opportunity to flourish through
her fraternity.
She explains, "I not only
became close to people who
had the same values as me, but
I was able to give my desire to
help others much more direction. Since I became a brother
I have accomplished things
that I never even imagined I
would, not only because of the
opportunities, but also because
of the support from the group
as a whole."
APO provides many service projects to Longwood's

campus and community, such
as the Bloodmobile, collecting
old newspapers for the SPCA,
taping books for the blind,
Adopt-A-Highway, FACES,
an organization which distributes food to lower income
families, and campus cleanups.
The list of the
organization's projects is as
endless as their devotion to
bettering the Longwood community.
As a group with such high
aims, it is surprising that they
have received so little attention
on our campus. The members'
interest lies on the betterment
of the community rather than
receiving recognition for their
actions, although they deserve
great thanks from our campus
and community as a whole.
APO welcomes all interested students to attend their
Spring 1999 Rush. If you have
a desire to help better the world
around you, APO may be what
you are looking for. Any questions may be directed to Nicole
Setliff, Vice President of Membership, ct extension 4149.

VA Beach Leadership Conference, page 6
positive and upbeat that the rest
of my day Virginia Beach
Leadership Conference was
outstanding and running
smooth."
The rest of the day was
filled with "breakout sessions"
on many different subjects
concerning leadership. Some
examples of session topics
were unity and diversity, stress
management, conflict management, managing priorities, and
the virtues of compassion, re-

sponsibility, and loyalty.
Each session brought on a
new perspective to its topic.
Each student was given the
choice to attend whichever of
the three sessions were happening at a time. Longwood
College staff and students ran
the sessions.
After dinner, Saturday
night, the group got back together where five of the eight
groups showed off their creative abilities while exuding

leadership virtues in their assigned ethical dilemma. These
demonstrations were continued over breakfast on Sunday,
which conluded the conference. After teh presentations,
the students and staff left the
hotel for their 3-hour trek back
to Longwood College.

loved ones that died included
any personal information they
wished to share about the death
and what the person meant to
them. Personal photographs
were also an option.
The people who participated in the Clothesline Project
came to the A Room in
Lankford to paint their shirts.
The shirts depicted a variety of

Nov. 11 Student Open Forum with Dr. Cormier, 6:15-8:15p.m.,
Commonwealth Ballroom
Nov. 13 LP Film: Deep Impact, 8 A 10:30 p.m., Commonwealth Ballroom
Nov. 14 Family Holiday Open House: 1-4 p.m., LCVA
Nov.14 Jazz Poet Society: 8 p.m., Commonwealth Ballroom
Nov. 15 Senior Voice Recital: Michele Noel, 4 p.m., Wygal
Nov. 16 Performing Arts: Beehive, 8 p.m., Jannan Auditorium
Nov. 16 LP Film: Deep Impact, 9 p.m., Commonwealth Ballroom; 2 p.m. showing in the Commuter Lounge
Nov. 23 Longwood Jazz Ensemble, Fall Concert, 7:30 p.m.,
Jarman Auditorium
Nov. 27 Roy Clark Holiday Concerts, 3 & 8 p.m., Jarman Auditorium Ticket Prices: matinee and evening concert
front orchestra: $15 and $17
rear orchestra: $12 and $15
balcony seats: $10 and $12
Tickets are on sale in the Jarman Box Office, 3-5 p.m.,
Mon.-Fri.. Visa and Mastercard are accepted, Call the
box office at x2474 for details.
Nov. 30 Vivian Jenkins, noted romance writer and educator of
Central Piedmont Community College in Charlotte,
N. C, will present hands-on workshop/seminar on how
to wri'e a Harlequin Romance Novel, 6-9 p.m.,
Grainger 115.
Dec. 7 5:00 p m is the absolute deadline for Fall 1999 student
teaching applications, if there are questions. caD x2331.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Clothesline, page 6
raped or sexually assaulted;
blue or green was for survivors
of incest or child sexual abuse;
and purple or lavender was for
people who were attacked because they were lesbian, gay,
or bisexual. Each shirt reflected the person's personal
experience including information like dates, names, etc.
People who made shirts for

Nov. 11 Master Dance Classes: African-American street dancing and hip-hop dancing presented by Joey Middleton
and Ron Wood of Rennie Harris/Pure Movement in
the Lancer Dance Studio. Times at 10:30-11:20 a.m.
and. 12:30-1:20 p.m. Call Dr. Neal if you plan on attending.

messages about all kinds of
forms of abuse whether here at
Longwood, or in the area in
which the person came from.
Some shirts had pictures and
others had designs along with
message*. After the shirts were
created, they were displayed
for the public in the Commonwealth Ballroom.

The Board of Visitors approved the 1998-99 Foundational Plan
to Reduce Binge and Illegal Drinking during its October 10 meeting. The Plan, which focuses on education
and enforcement (including sanctions), supports the
recommendations by the Attorney General's Task Force
on Drinking by College Students.
SAFE (Students Advocating A Fearless Environment) meets every Monday at 7 p.m. in the Nottoway Room of
Lankford. Come out and support safety at Longwood
(topics include sexual assault and domestic violence
awareness). For more information, call Lisa Cheyne
at X2509, wellness Center.

DOUBLE FEATURE:
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Good Bye Long SI
fly GUADALOUPE FITZGERALD
Staff Writer

J.R. 'S BAR/LAUNDRYMAT/GAS STATION: Local hangout far college students and lownies.
Photo by: Cindy Nichols

J.R.'s: College Students vs. Townies
By MELANIE BARKER
Opinion Editor
I heard a lot about J.R.'s last
semester. Prom the sounds of
conversations, J.R.'s seemed to
be the chosen Longwood party
locale for Spring 98. Apparently
I missed the pinnacle of J.R.'s
popularity, because when I first
set foot in the place over the summer, I was at a loss as to why
J.R.'s was the prime setting for
Thursday night gatherings.
J.R.'s is a combination of any
mral basement circa 1970 and.

according to Greg McCarney,
the local Skate-O-Rama. The
setting itself is enough to depress
anyone. And it gets worse with
the initial surveying the crowd.
Being that I grew up 20 minutes
from Farmville, J.R.'s proves to
be especially depressing for me.
It was definitely a constant reminder of what I could've been:
a high-haired woman in jeans
five sizes too small, hovering
over a pool table with the smoke
from dozens of Marlboro Reds,
sulking jealously behind my
man-the catch of Farmville—

who is, in reality, just like every
other male, Farmville local. It
was enough to make me want to
kill myself. Or at least drink
myself into a stupor.
Now that I think about it
though, perhaps the redneck,
townie atmosphere is a novelty
to J.R.'s college patrons. I, however, cannot handle the faux
wood paneling or the sight of
seeing the mothers of high
school friends attempting to pick
up men half their age (and sometimes succeeding, mind you).

EAT DRINK, AND BE MERRY: Macados is a friendly enviornment for college
students to relax and eat.

Macados: Mmm... Mmm...Good!

Longwood students have
found the solution to the closing of Long Shotz, and the answer is 205 Steak Club.
205 Steak Club is a local restaurant and bar located in the
old Farmville Creamery building on Virginia Street. It ha*
undergone many names and
changes over the years, but has

remained a favorite place for locai
college students.
"It's a traditional Thursday night
hang-out, and it starts the weekend
off on a good note," stated junior
Susan Godsey.
One of the attractions to 205 is
the dance floor. Because Farmville
is such a small area, there are not
many places where students can go
to dance without traveling to Rich
mond or Lynchburg.

Things to Do in
ByMONIQUEMINNLX
Staff Writer

When faced with the task
of finding "fun" things to
do in Farmville, a few
things come to mind. You
might think Macados and
Landsharks, but what if it's
3 a.m. or 2 in the afternoon? Then what? Your
answer . . . Walmart
Supercenter, baby!
When asked if she
thought Wal-Mart was fun,
"Sometimes, it depends on
my mood," was Staci
Vinson's reply.
Christina Layden said,
"You could easily spend
hours in Wal-Mart."
Not to sound like a commercial, but Wal-Mart is
the one stop for all of your

WAL'MAR.
RCBNTER

shopping needs. With its many
departments, who could ask for
anything else? Wal-Mart
Supercenter has a grocery depart
ment, a shoe department, jewelry.
toys, electronics, a pharmacy,
sporting goods, clothing,
houseware, a photo center, hair
salon, a Wachovia Bank, a portrait studio, an auto repair shop,
garden center, tool department,
and the list goes on.
"A girl in one of my classes
got her hair cut at Wal-Mart and
she was telling us all about it today in class," says Joelle Sines.
But not everyone has such
great luck with Wal-Mart and its
various departments.
April Horsley and her siblings
had a portrait done in Wal-Mart's
portrait studio for their mother's
birthday. She said that Wal-Mart
ruined the pictures twice and

Many students race out of their last class on Friday with the anticip.
are activities to do in Farmville. Whether it's hanging out with frier
something to do.

How do you have a good time in Farmville?
"I have non-alcoholic parties in my room," Kensie Coleman, junior
1 go out with my friends to have a good time." Erica Bowman, sen

By JENNIFER BALLARD
Business Editor

Most, if not all Longwood,
and even Hampden Sydney students have at one time or another eaten at Macados.
What is so special about
Macados? I don't know. I ate
there, but I never figured out
what is so special. The service
was slow, the gazebo was
HI thy, and the orders were not

even right. They had one peanut butter cookie...one hard
peanut butter cookie...what is
up with that?)? That is nasty!
Macados is known for their
food. They have a large assortment: sandwiches, salads,
quesadillas and lots of desserts.
Because I know that the food
is usually good, I ate there on
another occasion just'to see if
the service was any better. It
was clean and had a friendly at-

mosphere. The food was good
and the service was prompt. I
waited for about fifteen minutes for my food and the ice
cream sundae was great.
Since the second time was
much better I recommend that
you eat there. Some other students have said it is good and
fast too, while a lot of others
say that the service is going
down the drain because of the
changes in staff.

"205," Wendy Gnyton, senior.
"We leave," Kathryn Blackwell, sophomore.
"I go to Shannon and Jason's house to play Whiz," Katie Walrodji
"I like to hang out on second floor ARC where my friends are."D«
"Two words: underwater baslcetweaving," Greg McCarney, senior
"I go to a lot of on-campus school related activitie*." Kim Bradley, j
"I hang out with my friends in the dorms," Mark Bechtold, sophomc

: L'V'NB It Up <N FWUer
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>hotz...Hello 205
"I go there because it's the only
club in Farmville and the only
fun place to dance. Farmville
needs more clubs," said senior
Dana Lewis.
One of the drawbacks for
younger students is that 205 has
a 21 years or older policy on
some nights «uJ c$z& IDs at the
door.
1 don't like the 21 years or
older policy because it's unfair

I

for freshmen who want to go
somewhere to dance and have
a good time," said freshman
Avery Johnson.
Some students also do not
like the long waiting line that
sometimes greets them at the
door.
However.
with
Farmville's limited entertainment and Longwood's new alcoliol policies, 205 is the place
to be.

When You Are Dead

therefore ruined their would-be
birthday gift.
Christina Layden says, "The
only thing I hate is that you
can't walk away without spending at least $20."
If Wal-Mart's shopping fun
isn't enough, here are a few
oddball things to try:
■ Ride the electronic cars at the
front of the store.
- Walk up to an employee and
tell him seriously, "I think
we've got a Code 3 in
Housewares," and see what
happens.
■ As the cashier runs your purchase over the scanner, look
mesmerized and say, "Wow,
Magic!"
• Put M&M's on layaway.
■ Look at the security camera,
and use it as a mirror while you
pick your nose.

- Attempt to fit into very large
gym bags.
• Two words: Marco Polo.
• When someone steps away
from his or her cart to look at
something, quickly take it
with it without saying a word.
■ Make up nonsense products
and ask newly hired employees if there are any in stock,
■ Get boxes of condoms and
randomly put them in
peoples' carts when they're
not looking.
If you've explored WalMart's numerous departments
and have tried some of
these alternative activities
and still don't find Wal-Mart
Supercenter to be the Mecca
of all stores, give up ... go
to Macados.

Eatery
SEE CARBON LEAF LIVE: Landsharks provides live entertainment for college students and
townies. Photo by: Becky Taylor

Landsharks: The Pleasing Alternative
By MELAN1E BARKER
Opinion Editor

Each bar in Farmville definitely
attracts its own crowd. Long Shotz
appealed to the typical college students, until it shut down and everyone flocked to 205. Macados
also seems to be the ideal spot for
students just starting off the
evening, or for those just turning

21. J.R.'s (from what I've witnessed) attracts every truck driving. Confederate flag waving
townie that ever spit tobacco this
side of the Appomattox. However, Landsharks seems to appeal to the 30 and over crowd,
at least until they go home to bed
around 10 p.m.
I can't say that I've parried at
Landsharks that often, but when
I have it's always been a good

time. They've got the best
Margarita shrimp there.
Landsharks is also where I sipped
the sweet nectar of Abitt Purple
Haze (actually I can't find it anywhere else in Farmville). And
God knows I never miss a Carbon Leaf show. Being one of the
few places that hosts live bands,
Landsharks provides a pleasant
alternative to the overcrowded
205 Steak Club.

^

**

cipation of making plans for the weekend. Believe it or not, there
nends or discovering the night life of Farmville, there is always

THE FANCY SIDE OF FARMVILLE: Charleys on the waterfront, provides good food for
everyone. Photo by: Cindy Nichols

senior.

An Evening at Charleys Waterfront Cafe
By MELISSA GILL
Assiskmt Layout Slmaftr

A few friends and I went to
Charleys originally to see a band
play, but decided later that we
were hungry. We sat down and
were served our drinks in a decent amount of time. We arrived
a little early, so it wasn't that
crowded yet. I ordered chicken
and french fries. My meal ar-

rived in a shorter time than I
expected and it was very good
and extremely filling. Our
server was very nice and kept
our drinks filled. Overall I was
pleased with the meal. We decided to skip dessert and catch
the band. There was a band
from Lynchburg called The
Hot Chilli Brothers. They
played classic rock, but they
were not the ordinary rock

band. They had two guitarists,
a bassist, drummer, piano
player, and another guy that
played the mandolin, saxophone (one or two at a time),
and the flute. They did originals as well as covers and requests. They were a definite
crowd pleaser. By the second
set, the crowd was dancing.
This was the pinnacle of my
wonderful evening at Charleys.

PAGE tO
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y^tts and Entertainment
Janet Jackson Offers Memorable
Virginia Beach Show
By LOREN HATCHER

Staff Writer
As Route 460 East seems
to fly beneath me, I contemplate what the night
will entail. Five Longwood students, including myself, are traveling to the VA Beach Ampiheatre to see N'Sync open up for
the mainstage performer, Janet
Jackson and her Velvet Rope
tour. The trip involved weeks of
planning, preparation and a lot
of caffeine for the drive.
N'Sync, an all-male pop
band, was the opening act We
had lawn seats, but their
brightly-colored pajama-like
outfits were more than visible.
They sang about five songs and
did a lot of dancing. Some parts
of the songs were barely audible,
due to the shrieking of adolescent girls.
Sophomore Ashley Toney
said. There were a bunch of
twelve year-old girls there and 1
felt like a teeny bopper, but I
didn't care. N'Sync rocks!"
After N'Sync left the stage,
the audience knew it was time
for the real show to begin. An

enormous purple curtain was
assembled on the stage and it
was obvious some very big
pieces of scenery were being
used. Motown music played the
entire set-up time, complete with
songs of the Jackson Five.
At approximately nine
o'clock, the massive curtain
opened. A pixie character
skipped onto the stage and
opened a large book in the center of the stage. The book was
actually a TV screen and dx Velvet Rope symbol appeared on the
screen. Soon, the song Special
(from the CD The Velvet Rope)
started playing and Janet's dancers came out on stage. Janet herself appeared soon after, dressed
in her trademark feminine tuxedo and hat
Crystal Reid said, "I saw
Janet in the 80's and she still
gives a great performance."
After a crowd-ripping opening song, Janet settled down a
bit and sang Again from the Design of a Decade CD. It was just
Janet and her guirtarist, seated
on stools and playing/singing
their hearts out It was done very
well and she even cried at the

end
The highlight of the show
was a medley from Control
('86), Rythm Nation f 89). and
janet ('93). The stage was now a
fantastical playroom, encompassing a bouncy slide, blocks,
oversized pillows, a dancing
clock, and a giant moon. The
dancers and Janet were all
dressed in colorful costumes that
fit the theme of the "room".
Pyrotechnics were also used
in this part of the show. Td never
seen anything like the playroom
scene at a concert before, it was
definitely different," said junior
John Thrasher.
Therbia Parker also commented, "Janet Jackson was the
best concert I've seen since the
Indigo Girls. She's also the greatest performer I've ever seen."
Janet closed with another
song from 77K Velvet Rope, Go
Deep. This number also involved a lot of dancing, a scene
change, and costume changes
for everybody. At the close of the
concert, Janet introduced the
members of the oand, her dancers, and choreograhper.

Deep
Tft°U8HtS
By KEVIN ROCK
DPS Editor

1. If a tin whistle is made out of tin (and it is), then what is a
Foghorn made of?
2. If quitters never win, and winners never quit, why do they
say, "Quit while you're ahead"?!
3. If vegetable oil comes from vegetables, where does baby oil
come from?
4.1 believe the only time the world beats a path to my door is
when I'm in the bathroom.
3. What do they call a coffee break at the Lipton Tea Company?
6. What hair color do they put on the driver's license of a bald
man?
7. When it rains, why don't sheep shrink?
8. Why is the word abbreviation so long?
9. Don't sweat the petty things and don't pet the sweaty things.
10. Why is it you never hear about people acting chalant when
they are nervous or upset about something? (compliments of Dr.
Paul Moriarty, Philosophy)

Just some more things to consider....
: I have already received one additon, thank
you Paul. If you have any Deep Thoughts of your own that I
might not have, just e-mail me with your suggesrJoM at
kmrock@longwood.lwc.edu.
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Zeta Tau Alpha Celebrates National Centennial
By JENNIFER BARNES
Staff Writer
Longwood College is
honored to have four
Alpha Chapters. Zeta
Tau Alpha, founded in 1898,
was Longwood College's first
Chapter, and celebrated its
Centennial Anniversary this
year. Activities included a
clock dedication in front of the
library and dedication of a
plaque and a case for the 75th
anniversary mace. The plaque,
mace and its case are now on
display in the library foyer. A
historical marker for the
"Farmville Four" was also
placed in front of the Rotunda.
To top off the centennial
celebration, a time capsule
filled with memories was presented and will be buried at the
International Office in Indianapolis, Indiana. The contents

ZTA'S DONATE PLAQUE: Pictured left to right are Pres. Patricia Cormier, Pres. ofZTA
Longwood Chap. Emily Triplett. andZTA national president Alice UcCaam Matthews.

—(
"
'tlttOtl StUdetlt OrgflniZUtionS

with an engraved clock to
be placed in their chapter
room.
Senior Amy Johnson, a sister of ZTA states, "We have so
much history on campus; to
think it will continue for many
years to come is incredible.
Nine young women started
Zeta Tau Alpha Sorority 100
years ago and it has continued
to grow to 227 chapters
internationally...to be a part of
it during our centennial had a
very special meaning to our
chapter."
At ZTA's international
convention in Richmond in late
June, ZTA presented a check
for $9,000 to Longwood President Patricia Cormier. The
money will be used in the
College's scholarship fund.
The sorority's national
philanthropy is the Susan O.
Koman Foundation for breast
cancer research and education.

"n» following is a list of all the currently registered student organizations at Longwood

Accounting Association'
ivery semester, after your organization has its elections, ALL Alpha Chi Rho
student organizations must register with the Lankford Student Alpha Delia Pi Union Office; no student organization is considered registered Alpha Gamma Delta
for the new ac^.
ubmits a new registration Alpha Kappa Alpha
Alpha Phi Omega
i arm
Alpha Sigma Alpha ~
ill have tbe privilege to cun-

will
be
revealed at
the bicentennial in
2 098.
ZTA's
from all
over the
nation attended the
centennial celebration
as did the
Longwood
chapter.
The NationaI
President
presented
Zeta Tau
Alpha

Gyre
Honor Board
IVCF
Kappa DellaKappt Prtlfl Pi*
Kappa
Lambda Alpha BpsOon*

Political Sdance'
Priisceps
Psi Chi-

Residence Hall Association

c
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Big Sibling Program
draws over 50 students
ByMINDIEWITT
General Manager
Remember how much fun
you used to have swinging during recess? Or playing on (he
jungle gym and seesaws? And
how about all those great cards
you used to make for family
members? You know, the ones
made out of construction paper, glitter, and that soft crinkly paper? Want to do it
again?
In every American city
there are little boys and girls
who are in need of role models. The Big Sibling program
offers young adults the chance
to be a supportive, caring role
model for underprivileged
children.
Jodi Padgett has been a Big
Sister for two semesters. "I
think it's a wonderful program.
There are a lot of kids in this
area who need positive role
models. I really enjoy it,"
she said.
Part of being a Big Sibling is the activities you plan,
and these can be very simple.
A Big Sibling's responsibilities are very basic: be
there for the child or children,
listen to their concerns, and try
to answer questions. During
school, homework help is a
part of a Big Sibling's responsibility. Try to help the little
brother or sister understand
what they are reading, writing,
or calculating. Be a positive
reinforcement by saying things
such as "Good job!"
Shavon Jackson, a returning Little Sibling, said, "I like
having a Big Sister. I like going to the library and she
comes to eat with me at school.
It's fun."
It is also a good idea to
plan outings with the Little
Sibling, as long as you have the
parent's permission. A trip to
the park for some of these children is like a trip to Disney
World. Trips away from home
give Big and Little Siblings
time to bond, and they also
give the parent(s) a sometimes
much-needed break.
According to Roma Morris of
the Farmville Social Services,
most parents are open to field

3
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trips. "In many cases, a trip
will give Mom a chance to
catch up on her work at home,
take a nap, etc. They enjoy a
few minutes alone," Morris
stated.
Big Siblings are generally
left to make decisions concerning their activities with the
parent(s) of the Little Siblings.
As a Big Brother or Sister
you decide on when, where,
and how often you will meet
If you would like to start out
slowly, you may meet once a
week. Decide on a day and
time that is convenient for everyone. You and your sibling(s)
decide on activities that you
think will be both fun and encouraging.
Ellen Masters coordinates
the program at Long wood.
Though there are more than
fifty Big Siblings through the
Longwood program, there is a
shortage of male volunteers.
Masters said, "Sometimes guys
are intimidated because they
think they can't handle it,
mostly because they have to
watch what they say and do.
It's very easy though, and it
just comes naturally. Guys are
really looked up to by their
Little Brothers."
In order to alleviate some
of the fears one may have. Big
Siblings go through extensive,
continuous training. They
meet about once a month to
discuss ideas, listen to speakers, and plan activities for all
the Siblings.
Though the
commitment is immense, Ms.
Masters thinks it's worthwhile.
'If I left my job for any reason, I'd miss this the most. The
kids are very special. We try
to do things with them that they
think are fun. They get the biggest kick out of the littlest
things. They're good kids who
don't take anything for
granted."
Being a Big Sibling can be
a lot of fun, and can mean a lot
for the child. If you are interested in being a Big Sibling,
contact Ellen Masters in the
GIVE, office, x2397 or the
local Social Services at 3923113, The LWC program is
open to all students, exluding
first semester freshmen.

Movie Review:

Senseless
By HEIDI HALES
Staff Writer
The new release Senseless
s a comedy that will keep you
aughing throughout the
no vie. If you saw it in the theiter it would probably remind
rou of The Nutty Professor
lue to the similarities in the
>lots.
Damon Wayans plays
)arryl, a hard working college
tudent competing for a junior
inalyst job on Wall Street. The
>nJy thing holding him back is
that be is in dire need of money

to pay his bills. He decides to
become a part of an experimental drug that enhances the

senses lOx and pays $3,000.
David Spade plays the role of

the cocky rich kid who think
everything can be served on
silver platter. As anyone can
foresee, this drug will hel|
Darryl win the competition fra
the junior analyst job. How
ever, don't forget that thi:
movie has a typical happy end
ing full of honest moral values
tons of humor and som<
cheesiness here and there. Thi
is definitely a movie to rerif fo
a good laugh, because that i
exactly what you do through
out the entire film. (Rated R
93mins)

He Said, She Said: They Are Still Battling It Out
continued from page 3
WNFL? I could see it and it
would be very entertaining.
Don't discount women, there
are some really tough ones out
there.
Becky: Girls playing football—there's a great idea!
There are a lot of stupid people
out in the world that need rules
to protect^ them. Girls should
never be allowed to play football, because of the disastrous
WNBA. What's wrong with
the WNBA? Well, where do I
begin? Try to name two teams
off the top of your head. Better yet, who won the Championship last year. Name three
players in the league. I couldn't
either. The WNBA is a flop. It
has turned into an embarrassment. The teams have to give
away tickets just to get some
attendance at the games. The
only reason some games are
televised is that the networks
are still under contract with the
league. I can guarantee you
that when the contracts run out,
we will no longer have to endure the hell that is the WNBA.
The men's USA field hockey
team hasn't won a game yet,
well that proves that they
shouldn't be playing the sport.
I didn't even know they existed. Must be one great sport
Mike: Did you wake up on the
wrong side of the cave this
morning? Name two WBNA
teams? I think I will try to
name them all. Washington

Mystics, Phoenix Mercury,
Sacramento Monarchs, Los
Angeles Sparks, New York
Liberty, Houston Comets,
Charlotte Sting, Cleveland
Rockers and Utah Starzzs and
there is an expansion franchise
going into Orlando next year.
Hmm, that was easy. Houston
won the championship last
year 3-2 in a best-of-five series,
and name three players in the
league. Michelle Timms
(Phoenix), Sheryl Swoopes
(Houston), and Cynthia Cooper (Houston). Come on, you
have to do better than that. The
WNBA is nowhere near a flop.
The last time I checked, they
were selling out the same arenas that their brothers in the
NBA were failing to sell out
The NBA has invested a lot of
time and money in this league
and I cannot believe you would
dare call it a flop. At least those
ladies play and don't have
lockouts. The reason you never
hear about the USA men's field
hockey team is because unlike
every other sport, collegians
participate. I am not sure of any
schools that have a men's field
hockey program. It is really
sad.
Becky: Ahhhhh
yes—a
typical second rate school paper sports editor. Of course you
would be the 0.0001% of the
population that actually can
name a few random useless
facts that will serve no purpose
in life. Ask any normal indi-

vidual and they will tell you
that they cringe at the sight of
a WNBA game on television.
Please provide hard evidence
to any claim you make. Tell me
a time when (other than the
current lockout situation) a
WNBA team sold out an arena
which an NBA team couldn't.
You tell me that and I will surrender. Also, it doesn't count
if they gave out over 50% of
the tickets to girl scouts and
other femi-nazi groups. As far
as Men's field hockey goes, I
remember a time when only
collegians played USA Men's
Basketball....guess what?
People cared about them. They
weren't running around in
skirts, and trying to play a
game that women have historically dominated. Just accept
the fact that women are exclusively meant for some sports
and men are exclusively meant
for other sports. Of course,
there a few exceptions, such as
volleyball and soccer, but for
the most part people need to
accept their postion in the
sports world.
Mike: WoW! Someone has had
a few bad days in a row! The
fact remains women can do
whatever they want whenever
they want If I am a general
manager of an NFL franchise
and I see a woman available in
the draft, I take her. You, however, will never be that woman!
Sorry.:-)
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Body Art:
Alt: One Woman's Personal Narrative
With Quotes and Ideas From Other People Too
By MELANIE BARKER
Opinion Editor
I got my first tattoo in September. My mom sighed and
said, "Oh Melanie" in that tone
she uses when I do something
stupid. My sister laughed. My
dad just hung up on me (Note:
I told them on the phone. It's
best to do it that way). However, I was (and still am) pretty
damn proud of the Phoenix
perched on the back of my
neck, and when it comes to tattoos, that's all that really matters.
I've been fascinated by
body art for a while, but I just
began my stint as a human canvas about a year ago. Until
then I would listen to conservative peers and those "elders"
discuss the repulsive nature of
tattooing and piercing, while
secretly lusting for a little selfcustomization. One night last
October, compelled by unexplainable forces, I moved from
the "gate-way" earpiercings, to
an eyebrow piercing.

"How trendy!" Say the
artsy-fartsy folk.
I can't say that it was done
because it was fashionable or
looked good. Like a lot of
those who flaunt piercings, I
had my own personal reasons
behind the 14 gauge hoop now
mounted on the orbit of my
eye.
The decision to get a tattoo required more contemplation than the piercing. Having
vowed never to run out and just
get a tattoo, I had to find a design that appealed to me. Like
men who fall into your lap
when you least expect it,, the
design found me. Although
always aware of the significance of the Phoenix (I'm an
English major you know), it
never occurred to me that it
would be the perfect design
until after I saw a picture of the
mythological bird rising from
the ashes.
At then end of September
I found myself sitting alone in
the Charlottesville branch of
The Red Dragon, with tattoo
artist Josh Brown, pressing

against my back and the buzz
of the tattoo gun in my ear (by
the way, if you have no aversion to taking your money out
of the local economy, give him
a call at (804)295-7784. He
does excellent work). Within
an hour the Phoenix was finished and I was sent home to
nurse my slightly bleeding
flesh sacrifice.
I see more tattoos and
piercings in my future, much
to the dismay of the parents.
However, destined to enter that
much-talked-about work force
soon, future art work will have
to remain hidden. But as it
serves as my own catharsis,
that's ok.
Like current sophomore
Elizabeth Laschalt said, "It's
liberating because it's all yours
and you can do anything you
want with it. No one else has
a say in what you do with your
body."

Barnes and
Noble
Guide to Selling Your
Textbooks

Movie Review:

Rush Hour
other movies; comedy and a
ton of action. Chris Tucker and
Jackie Chan are perfect partJackie Chan strikes again in ners in this movie. They are always arguing
his
latest
and making
movie Rush
jokes.
Hour. In the
Jackie Chan
One of my
movie, he is
returns to
favorite scenes
hired to help a
team up with
is when Chris
Los Angeles
Chris Tucker
Tucker is trying
policeman
to teach Jackie
(played by
of Friday fame
Chan
how to
Chris Tucker)
In the Action/
dance,
and
to save an
Adventure film
Jackie Chan is
ambassador's
Rush Hour
trying to teach
daughter from
Chris Tucker
terrorists.
karate moves.
Jackie Chan is
Although it is a
well known
typical Jackie
for doing his
own stunts, rather than hiring Chan adventure movie, it is
a double. He carries them out definitely worth watching!
extremely well. This movie
followed the format of his
By MELISSA GILL
Staff Writer
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A Year in the Lite ol a Textbook—Current Edition Textbooks
Remain in Use on Our Campus
the Next Semester
We want to buy current edition
books that your professors have
ordered tor use next term. A*
soon as the faculty submit their
book orders, usually close to the
end of the term, we have "demand-(or those books. We will
pay you 50% of the selling price
tor hardcover and large-format
softcover textbooks in good condition, if they have been ordered
by your professors for required
use next term and we are not
overstocked.
Textbook Sale Options—The
Supply and Demand Strategy
At times when we have bought
enough books from students to
fill a professor's order, we can
no longer pay 50% of the selling
price for that title. This is because we are fully stocked and
no longer need to increase our
inventory. However, we may be
able to recycle your text into the
national used book distribution
market. If we can do Ms, we
wHI pay you the current price the
market is paying for that title.
Searching Coast-to-Coast—One
Gient Bookshelf
If you neve a current edition

Princeps Honors
mpus Leaders
Id like to recognize these students, faculty, anc
i* thp'r oiit'iianfiinp leadt-rsliin abilities on earnWe Rernr.
7

Students
,weil

Jake Milne
Brandy Frazier
Stephanie Morris
Billy Flint
Tom Potts
Dorian Watson

Faculty
Dr. James Jordan
Rodney Williams
Tina Harris
Linda Ford
Dean David Smith
Roger Sudesberry
Ed Bell

PRINCEPS is a secret society dedicated to recognizing leadership. They exemplify the qualities of a leader. Remember the
quote, 'To Lead is to Serve," and try to apply it in the classroom and in all other aspects of the Longwood Community.
If you know anyone who you think deserves recognition,
ilease write to us at Box 2949

textbook that is not being used on
our campus next tern), we check
the national market price list. If
the book is In demand* nationally,
it will be listed. We then can recycle your book Into the national
market and pay you the current
price the market Is paying for that
tWe.
Going National—Determining
Prices for Used Books
The price the national market
will pay you for your book Is much
lower than the price we can pay
you when we need the title on our
own campus. This is because the
warehouse that buys these books
must pay for shipping them to a
central location, cataloging them,
and storing them for months of
years before reselling them.
Generation Text—When Titles Go
Out of Circulation
Publishers issue new editions of
textbooks frequently. They do this
parity as a result of changing information, but also to discourage the
sale of used books. When a new
edition of a title come out the previous edition loses its value. Old
edition textbooks are in surplus in
the national used book market.
and there is no demand for them.
They have no value and unfortunately we cannot buy them. You
may wish to keep these books for
your own library since they can
stil serve as valuable references.
or you may wish to donate them to
the charity of your choice.

Disc, Tape, and Workbook
Packages
If your text was sold as part of
a package containing both the
book, and a computer disc, and
audio tape, or a workbook,
these Items must be included
when you sell back the book
However, due to concern about
the potential for mishandled
discs or tapes, and me Inability
to check these items at the buyback counter, decisions
about buying these packages
wHI be made by the store manager on the Utle-by-UtJe basis.
Timing Is Everything—When to
Set Your Books
The best time to sell your
used books Is during finals
week, at the end of a term. By
this time, we have received
book orders from most of the
faculty and the caU for certain
titles is high.That means we
can pay you more for your used
books.
Check This Out—Remember to
Bring Your Student ID
For the protection of all the students on our campus, we always require those selling
books to show current student
identification.
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SPORTS
Women's Soccer Team Falls Short In CVAC
Tournament; Finishes Season With 16-4-1 Record
Longwood won two of Clifton, \fc.-Paul VIHS scored There was one own-goal a semifinal match, LC got the more forward Erin Hirschi/Virthree matches in the two goals, while junior de- during the contest on a deflec- game-winning goal from se- ginia Beach, Va.-Salem HS.
CVAC Tournament dur- fender Christy Reynolds/Dale tion off a Cobra defender. nior defender and team captain Kennedy made 11 saves as the
ing the past week, deRoyals took a 23-21 adfeating Coker (S.C.) 5-0
vantage in shots.
Nov. 3 and Queens
Lonrwood Women \ Soccer Season Recap
(N.C.) 2-1 Nov. 6 before
CVAC Finals: »1
a season-ending 3-1 loss
Belmont Abbey 3, *2
Record: 16-4-1, 8-1-1 in CVAC (CVAC Tournament Runner-Up)
to Bebnont Abbey (N.C.)
Lontwoodl
Last Week* Results: defeated #7 seed Coker 5-0 In CVAC Quarterfinals, defeated #3 seed Queens 2-1 at
Nov. 7. Coach Todd
Barton in CVAC semi-finals, lost to #/ Belmont Abbey 3-1 at Barton in CVAC tournament finals
Dyer's squad completed
Against #1 seed and
Statistical Leaders: For the season, Kate Hrastar led the team in scoring with nine goals and a team-best
the season at 16-4-1
14 th -ranked Belmont
seven assists for 25 points (1.19ppg.). ErinHirschi (team-best 10 goals, 4 assists) followed Hrastar with
overall, 8-1-1 in the
Abbey in the champion24 points (1.20 ppg.). Hirschi was ranked seventh in CVAC scoring last week Amy Kennedy started every
CVAC. The 16 victories
ship match, LC's lone
contest with 1851:00 in front of the net, allowing 17 goals (0.83) with 111 saves (5.29) for an .867 save %
are a new school-record
goal came from Hrastar
and the eight shutouts. Kennedy was ranked first last week among CVAC goalkeeping leaders.
for seasonal wins, and
late in the first-half with
Additionally, Kennedy was ranked 16th nationally as of Oct. 25 In goals against average (0.69).
marks the fourth conan assist from junior
Team Statistics: The Lancers were ranked In a tie for 13th nationally in winning percentage (.8339$, and
secutive year that the
midfielder Claudia Watt/
were 17th nationally in team defense (0.73).
fifth-year program has
Virginia Beach, Vareached double-figures
Green Run HS to tie the
in wins.
contest at 1-1 at the
Chy, Va.-C.D. Hyhon HS and Sophomore keeper Amy Stephanie TuckerAVoodbridge. break. Kennedy made 10 saves
*2Lon*woodS.*7 Coker $
freshman defender Carrie Kennedy/Crozet, Va.-Westem Va.-Gar-Field HS with just as the nationally-ranked CruO'Rourke/Guilderland, Albemarle HS made three 3:49 remaining with an assist saders scored two second-half
Against #7 seed Coker in a N.Y.-Ouilderland HS each saves
while
earning from Reynolds. Thematchwas goals, one during the final
quarterfinal match, #2 seed LC added a goal as well. Sopho- her eighth shutout this season tied 1-1 at the intermission as minute, to secure the win. It is
led 2-0 at the intermission be- more midfielders Amanda as the hosts took a 26-6 advan- the Lancers got a first-half the second-straight year that
fore adding three goals in the Stombaugh/Sterling, Va.-Park tage in shots.
goal from freshman forward Longwood has finished as consecond half to secure the View HS and Heather Ayres/
Melodic Massey/Virginia ference tournament runnersvictory. Senior forward and Chesapeake, Va.-Indian River
Beach, Va.-Floyd E. Kellam up.
captain Kate Hrastar/ HS each contributed assists.
Against #3 seed Queens in HS with an assist from sopho-
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Longwood Well Represented
In AU-CVAC Soccer Picks
7 Players Named to CVAC Dream Teams; Andy Plum
Named 'Freshman of the Year*
JT unior sweeper Angela
Snyder/Sterling, Va.-Park
View HS leads the five
AU-CVAC selections among
the Longwood women's team
as announced at the CVAC
Championships. Snyder, a
first-team honoree, started all
21 matches and was the anchor
of the team's defense. She
scored one goal on the year
and is a repeat pick on the AUCVAC first-team.
Joining Snyder on the AUCVAC teams are Erin Hirschi,
along with freshmen defender

Jennifer Gombo/Burke, Va.Lake Braddock HS and
midfielder Irene Vlasidis/Richmond. Vs.-James River HS on
the second-team; while
Kennedy earned honorable
mention honors. Hirschi was
an
honorable mention
selection a year ago. Gombo
started 19 of 20 matches with
two goals totaling four points
(0.20 ppg.). VUsidis started all
21 matches with five goals and
five assists for 15 points (0.71
PPg), fourth-best on the
tewn tn scorinc.

Andy Plum was named the
CVAC 'Freshman of the Year'
by the conference coaches as
AU-CVAC selections were announced at the CVAC Championships.
Plum,
a
first-team AU-CVAC choice as
well, started 19 of 20 matches,
and his 13 goals are the highest during a season for the
Lancers since 1989 (Roy
Jones, 14). Helling started 13
of 13 matches, scoring three
goals along with a team-best
five assists for 11 points (0.91
PM)

Longwood Falls In
Debut Match OF ECAC
Field Hockey Semifinals
\ssumption Ends Lancers Season at 11-6
JT ongwood lost its final
I match of the season last
J_-/week. falling 2-0 to Assumption (Mass.) Nov. 7 in an
Eastern College Athletic Conference (ECAC) semifinal
contest. Coach Nancy Joel's
squad completed the season
with an 11-6 record. The
Lancers, ranked third in the
final NCAA Division II South
Region Coaches Poll, competed in their first-ever ECAC
Championships while making
their first post-season appear-

ance since 1975.
AsuumtUm 2. Lenewoed $
Against #2 seed Assumption, #3 seed LC yielded a
goal during each half of
the match played in Waltham.
Mass. at Bentley College. Junior keeper and team captain
Kim Iman/Virginia Beach,
Va.-Frank W. Cox HS made
see Field Hockey, page li

Field Hockey Falls to Assumption in ECAC
Championship Semifinals
continued from page 10
eight saves to keep the Lanc- game Nov. 21 in Philadelphia,
ers close throughout the con- Pa. at the University of Penntest.
sylvania — site of the 1998
"Kim had an outstanding Division I Field Hockey
game," said Joel. "We didn't Championships. Junior forplay the turf particularly well ward
Elizabeth
and we looked tired. We've Mann/Richmond, Va.-Open
got some idea now of what HS (8g, 4a) and sophomore
we've got to do in the next midfielder Heather Kinstler/
year. We had a good season Virgin ia Beach, Va.-Tall wood
and the team worked hard all HS (8g, 4a), each followed
year."
with 20 points (1.18 ppg.).
Through the 17 matches, I man played 1103:34 in front
senior forward and team cap- of the cage, allowing 19 goals
tain Janelle Kern/Marysvilie, (1.21) with 141 saves (8.29)
Pa.-Susquenita HS led the for an .881 save % and six
team in scoring with 10 goals shutouts.
and three assists for 23 points
Longwood's 11 victories
(1.3S ppg.). Kern and class- mark the third consecutive
mate midfielder Melissa year that the program has
Miranda/Virginia Beach, Va.- reached double-figures in
Kempsville HS (3g, 4a, lOp) wins. Additionally, the Lanchave been selected to partici- ers attained their highest repate in the 1998 National gional ranking in school hisField Hockey Coaches Asso- tory when they were ranked
ciation (NFHCA) Division 11 first in the region during the
North/South Senior All-Star first coaches poll of the season.

Jason Corey, Kate
Hrastar Named
Longwood Players Of
The Week

Longwood College soccer
standouts Kate Hrastar/
Clifton, Va.-Paul VI HS
and Jason Corey/Burke, Va.Lake Braddock HS have been
selected as Longwood College/
Domino's 'Players of the
Week' for the period
October 28-November 3. The
Lancer honorees are chosen by
the College's office of sports
information each week.
Hrastar, a senior forward,
led Longwood to three victories during the past week. She
scored two goals during a 5-0
triumph past Coker (S.C.)
Nov. 3 in a C VAC Tournament
quarterfinal match at First Avenue Field. Hrastar also scored
the game-winning goal during
a 2-1 victory past visiting
Shippensburg (Pa.) Oct. 28.
The Lancers also defeated
Limestone (S.C.) by a score of
2-1 Oct 31. Hrastar has started
14 of 19 matches this season
and is second on the team in

scoring with seven goals and
seven assists (leads team) totaling 21 points (1.11 ppg).
Kate is the daughter of Gerald
and Mary Hrastar of Clifton,
Va. and is majoring in physical education at Longwood.
Corey, a sophomore
midfielder, led Longwood to a
pair of victories during the past
week. He scored two goals
while adding one assist during
a 5-2 win past visiting
Shippensburg (Pa.) Oct. 28 at
First Avenue Field. The Lancers also defeated Limestone
(S.C.) by a score of 2-0 Oct. 31.
Corey has started three of 12
matches this season and is tied
for sixth on the team in scoring with two goals and two assists totaling six points (0.50
PPi)Jason is the son of Larry
and Lorraine Corey of Burke,
Vs. and is majoring in business
administration at Longwood.

Longwood Men Fall In CVAC
Soccer Semifinals; Finish 11-10
T" ongwood split two road
# matches in the CVAC
_jC_yTournament during the
past week, defeating Queens
(N.C.) 2-1 Nov. 4 before a season-ending 1-0 loss at Barton
(N.C.) Nov. 7. Coach Todd
Dyer's squad completed the
season at 11-10 overall, 7-4 in
the CVAC. The 11 victories
mark the second consecutive
year that the program has
reached double-figures in wins.
L9Mm42xQMml
At #4 seed Queens in a
quarterfinal match, #5 seed LC
led 1-0 at the intermission as
junior defender Corey
McConville/ Gainesville, Va.Brentsville HS scored a firsthalf goal at 32:56 with an assist from sophomore midfielder
Jason Helling/Woodbridge,
Vt.-Woodbridge HS. It was
McConville's' first goal of the
season, and first tally of his

career.
Freshman midfielder Andy
Plum/ Nokesville, Va.Brentsville HS added what
proved to be the game-winning
goal in the second half at 71:36
to give LC a 2-0 advantage,
getting an assist from junior
forward and team captain
Brian
Zollinhofer/
Charlottesville,
Va.
Charlottesvilie HS. Sophomore
keeper Zach Wheeler
Yorktown, Va.-Tabb HS made
four saves as the visitors took
a 24-12 advantage in shots.
Queens had been the three-time
defending conference champions.

the Lancers close as the blue
and white outshot the Bulldogs
19-10.
Through the 21 matches,
Plum led the team in scoring
with a team-best 13 goals and
three assists for 29 points (1.50
ppg.). Plum was ranked fifth
last week in CVAC scoring.
Zollinhofer (7g, 2a) followed
Plum with 16 points (0.88
ppg.). Wheeler started nine of
13 matches played with 939:15
in front of the net, allowing 21
goals (2.01) with 97 saves
(7.46) for an .822 save % and
two shutouts. Senior keeper
Scott Benninghoff/Colonial
Heights, Va.-Colonial Heights
HS started 10 of 11 matches
played with 795:40 in front of
form l, ItBtwHl t
the net, allowing 17 goals
At #1 seed and tournament (1.92) with 64 saves (5.82)
host Barton in a semifinal for a .790 save % and two shutmatch, LC yielded a lone goal outs. Benninghoff was ranked
midway through the first-half sixth last week among CVAC
that proved the difference. goalkeeping leaders.
Wheeler made six saves to keep

Soccer Player Profile: Junior Mark Markiewicz
NAME: Mark Thomas Markiewicz
YEAR: Junior
DORMITORY: Frazer
SPORT: Men s Soccer
MAJOR: Physical Education
HEIGHT: 5-11"
HAIR COLOR: brown
EYE COLOR: hazel
HOMETOWN: Montclair. Virginia
FAMILY: parents. Tbm and Ga'l Markiewicz siblings, twin brother-Chris, and older sister
Jennifer
FAVORITE TYPE OF MUSIC: anything and everything
FAVORITE T. V. SHOW: Sportscenter
HOBBIES: golf, tennis
HIGH SCHOOL: CD. Hylton High School
AWARDS IN H.S.: team nationally ranked in high school all 4 years
POSITION: forward
# OF YEARS PLAYING: since he was 4 years old. is now 21
MOST MEMORABLE SOCCER MOMENT: "When our team won states my junior year in
high school, and then losing states my senior year."
•
STATS: 3 goals, 2 assists (as of 10-28-98)
HIS FUTURE PLANS: "I want to be a physical education teacher. I would like to hopefully
leach in my hometown. I would enjoy doing this at the high school level. I also want to coach
soccer at the high school where 1 teach. "
WHAT OTHERS SAY: Jmson Helling, roommate, " He s a leader on the soccer field and a
loyal friend,"
Sett Hopson. teammate, " He's a flawless wonder on the field, and off the field he s a friend
with a lot of poise and charisma. "
Todd Dyer, coach. " Mark and I go way back He played club ball for me with the U-17 P.W.S.l.
Cosmos. He's really grown as a player. The main difference that I see Is that he wants to be the
guy to win games for us. Sometimes he fails and sometimes he succeeds, but he always wants the
ball in crucial situations. You couldn't ask for a better mentality in a forward
Corey McConviUe, teammate, "He has a good work ethic on and off the field "
Stew Gregory, teammate, 'Mark is very positive whether the situation is good or bad"
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Time to Voice Your Opinion, Longwood!
Open Forum with Dr. Cormier - November
11th from 6:15-8:30 in Lankford Ballroom

